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TOMORROW: Stormy Weather Part 2

LIFE NEWSPAPERS IN EDUCATION

What’s in a storm?
STORMS are a meteorological
event.

When moist air, an unstable
atmosphere and a weather system
like a front, trough or area of low
pressure mix, a storm can develop.

Storms may be moderate,
severe, multicellular or a supercell
and consist of strong winds, heavy
rain, lightning, thunder and,
possibly, hail.

The two biggest threats
associated with most storms are
lightning and flash flooding.

Storms can occur year-round
and at all hours, but they are most
likely to happen in the spring and
summer months and during the
afternoon and evening.

Flash of lightning
Lightning is a giant spark of
electricity in the atmosphere
between clouds, the air, or the
ground.

As a storm develops, clouds
build. In every cloud there are
positive and negative electrons
(charges). The positive charges
are at the top of a cloud and the
negative charges sit towards the
bottom.

In the world of electricity,
opposites attract, so as a cloud
grows it creates a gap between the
two charges, which causes a
spark, known as lightning.

The air around lightning can
heat to about 20,000 degrees
Celsius or over three times hotter
than the surface of the sun.

Crack of thunder
The rumbling or crack of thunder is
caused by the vibration or sound
of the air affected by lightning.

The lightning rapidly heats the
air that surrounds it, causing an
explosive effect.

We see the lightning before we
hear the thunder because light
travels faster than sound. Here’s a
calculation that gives a rough
guide on how far away you are
from lightning strikes.

Count the number of seconds
between the lightning flash and
the thunder noise, then multiply
the number of seconds you
counted by 340.

For example, a three-second
count would place the lightning
strike about 1020metres away.

Stormy weather

Did you know?
The Bureau of Meteorology
(BoM) is a national weather
organisation providing many
weather services including
forecasts, warnings and the
latest observations for
Australia and surrounding
areas.
The Bureau of Meteorology
defines a severe thunderstorm
as a storm producing any of the
following effects:
★ hailstones that are bigger
than 2cm
★ wind gusts of more than
90kmh
★ flash flooding
★ tornadoes or a combination
of these.

EVERYWHERE on Earth weather conditions are constantly changing. Major variations in the normal
state of the earth and its atmosphere can lead to severe events like storms. The impact these extreme
conditions can have on our lives can be devastating. Learn more as we explore this weather phenomenon.

Stir up a storm
Materials

■ clear, plastic
container

■ red food colouring
■ ice cubes made

with blue food colouring
Process
Fill the plastic

container two-thirds full
with warm water.

Place a blue ice cube
at one end of the plastic
container.

Add three drops of red
food colouring to the
water at the other end of
the plastic container.

Watch what happens.
Explanation
The blue/ cold water

sinks while the red/
warm water rises. The
blue water represents
the cold air mass and the
red water represents the
warm, unstable air mass.
A thunderstorm is
caused when a body of
warm air is forced to rise
by an approaching cold
front.

\ TRY THIS

WE CANNOT control the
weather but knowing the
forecast can help us plan
our daily activities
better.

The impact extreme
conditions such as
storms have on our lives
can be devastating.

A community needs to
be able to recover
quickly, financially and
physically from a severe
event.

Therefore it is
important to be prepared
and plan ahead for any
emergency.

Consider the actions
you should take:

■ Before the storm
season.

■ As a storm
approaches.

■ When a storm
strikes.

■ After a storm has
passed.

Make emergency/
evacuation plans and a
kit, prepare your home,
tune in to warnings,
check on neighbours.

\ BE PREPARED

storm in a teacup
Meaning: When someone exaggerates a problem, or makes a small problem seem
far greater than it really is.

■ e.g., I think the argument about daylight saving is a storm in a teacup.

Words at work
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